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About This Game

Dragon Spear is an authentic side-scroll Action RPG.
Explore the world which is being corrupted by 'Nightmare', and take down powerful raid bosses with friends!

If you defeat raid bosses, you can craft special weapons with the power the raid boss had.
Also, each weapons have unique outfits. You can show off your heroes geared up with fabulous weapons!
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Your heroes will get stronger through adventures.
You can try out new skills added by leveling up.

Make your heroes stronger and fight against more powerful enemies!

'Gap of Abyss' is activated if you complete all Adventures.
Caution! This 'Gap of Abyss' mode is extremely hard, so we recommend challenging with friends.

You can get diverse pets from 'Gap of Abyss'.
Pets will make your heroes even more stronger.
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Title: Dragon Spear
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Game2Gather
Publisher:
Game2Gather
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: 1.6 Ghz CPU or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4000, AMD HD 6550D (or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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great action, purchased tanya range attacker, worth the $5. glad to support this developer.. \ub9c8\uce58
\uccb4\ud5d8\ud310\uc744 \ub3c8\uc8fc\uace0 \uc0b0 \ub290\ub08c\uc774\ub124\uc694.
\ubaa8\ubc14\uc77c\ubc84\uc804\ub9cc \uc0dd\uac01\ud558\uace0 \uc0c0\ub354\ub2c8 \ubcf4\uc2a4\ub9cc
\uc81c\uc678\ud558\uace4 \ucd08\ucc3d\uae30 \ub4dc\ub798\uace4\uc2a4\ud53c\uc5b4.

Feels like I bought a beta version game. It should have been supposed to have all the contents that mobile version had.. Excellent
game in the vein of Streets of Rage and Dragon's Crown with great art style,many different characters with their own flair and
unique movesets and abilities and a lot of different gear that makes your character stronger and also change their appearence.
This is a pretty great action game.. amazing artwork, brilliant tracks, trash as a former mobile game
if you wanna profit, at least put some efforts for your buyers. They weren't being subtle here.

Fairly well executed clone of Dragons crown.

The combat system is clearly devised with mobile devices in mind, but in my opinion, doesn't suffer for it. It is based around
use of skills and timing. Each class of character has a unique style and I have enjoyed them all. (Particularly the Sorceress and
the gunfighter)

Each class of character can unlock new skills and gear as they progress, complete with a decent crafting system.

The story consists of 80 levels, and is replayable with each class of character.

In addition to the story each act has it's own "Abyss" level, which is basically a raid boss. You can fight these by yourself, which
will prove challenging at the suggested minimum level, or you can fight them with up to three other players in Co-op matches. If
you choose, you can run raid levels with people from your friends list, or you can select random raid matching, play every
randomize level with a group of strangers, and earn extra currency for cosmetics.

Side scrolling levels with a variety of enemies and bosses.

 I wasn't joking when I said that this was a Dragon's Crown clone, the sprite based animation looks great, the characters are all
gorgeous, men and women alike..
...and yes, most of the women in the game, including NPC'S and enemies, have huge, gorgeous, bouncy breasts. Which is
AWESOME.

There are a few issues, the interface is a bit clunky, with odd button choices if you are playing with a controller, however, I
think you can rebind this to your taste. (I made a custom Steam Controller profile, and added a few mouse features, works
nicely.)

Because I think that the initial version of this game was a mobile port, it doesn't have any voice acting, the sound effects of
Music are well done, but all character dialogue is text only.

 the graphics options are limited, once again because of the games mobile Roots, but there are very few occasions when this will
be noticable, I noticed a bit of pixelation on the title screen as you scroll through characters, because it was clearly rendered at a
lower resolution then the 1080p monitor I'm playing on, 720 would be my guess.

So if you're looking for the closest you'll get to Dragon's Crown on Steam, this is it. And enjoyable beat 'em up just like in the
good old days.

I would also recommend checking out the game "The Vagrant"... I feel like it gets even closer to the spirit of Dragon's Crown
than this game does, but it's clearly a smaller-scale project, with only a single character to play... but it does feel even more like
Vanillaware than DS.

Three cheers for Brawling and B00BS.
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PS - the random raid matching is pretty addictive and great fun. A perfect way to get OP for the story levels and earn some
extra swag.

I really wish the level cap and gear options went even further, even so, there are many cosmetic options for player to unlock, and
you can even assign any outfit you have unlocked to cosmetics, no matter what actual gear you have.

For those who are interested, I am fairly sure there is a thread on Lvrs Lab. ;) to get even more TITillation.. Keeps going right
with my Razer Tartarus controller plugged in. There not broken I tried to restart, replug in and test it on other games no
problem. Fix this annoying configuration problem please.
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